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University may re-examine
policy guaranteeing South
Bay resident admittance
by Julie Myhre
Staff Writer

San Jose State decided to accept
1,400 South Bay applicants on Monday after the university announced it
might have to turn those applicants
away because of budget cuts, according to SJSU’s media relations director.
Pat Lopes Harris said the university held back sending acceptance
notices to local applicants that were
unable to gain admissions to their
major.
“The question was what do we do
with the students who could not get
into their majors but were still CSU
eligible,” Harris said. “The decision
was to admit all CSU eligible who
could not get into their majors.”
Harris said because of impaction
the CSU minimum threshold for applicants is a 2.0 GPA and 1300 on
their SAT scores.
Currently, the university maintains a local area guarantee with
Santa Clara County high schools and

A sketched character comes to life as Krisy Kay, fourth-year animation/illustration major, produces an environmental drawing in a visual development class

yesterday night in the Art building. Photo composite by Raphael Kluzniok and Leo
Postovoit / Spartan Daily, Illustration by Kristy Kay / Contributing Illustrator
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Scholar series closes Black History month Search for new student
CSU trustee taking shape
by Christian Gin
Staff Writer

Ruth Wilson, a professor and
chair of SJSU’s African-American
studies department, spoke in the
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Library
yesterday for the first of three parts
to the University Scholar Series.
“This event closes Black History
Month with a clear message about
three people,” said outreach librarian
Elisabeth Thomas. “The provost office, MLK library and Spartan Book-

store have all collaborated in putting
together this series.”
Wilson used an active voice as if
she’s telling a story while profiling
the three women.
Lucy Terry, one of the people profile, was a writer who lived during
the colonial times in the U.S.
Wilson brought up how Terry
overcame slavery and was considered to be an average person.
Terry was a farmer who owned
land and had conflict with the white
settlers whom she shared it with.

Ruth Wilson, chair of SJSU’s African-American Studies Department, lectured on
three African-American women. Photo by Jasper Rubenstein / Spartan Daily

She was also known as a poet who
would write about the things she
saw, such as racism and struggles for
land.
She said it was a rough childhood
for her as she would deal with fights
among Native Americans and whites.
In the end, Terry said a free black
man named Abijah Prince bought her
and eventually became her husband.
“(Terry) was loyal to the land,
neighbors and husband,” Wilson said.
“Terry was an example for slaves and
free people to take a chance in life for
success.”
The second person Wilson talked
about was an abolitionist and political writer, Maria Stewart.
Wilson said Stewart was best
known as an activist in politics and
was strong at public speaking.
Most people think of Susan B.
Anthony as one of the first to talk
about women’s rights, but Wilson
said Stewart was one of the first
advocates.
She was one of the first women
who were active in wanting more
rights for women during the 1800s.
Her speeches are what she should
be remembered by, Wilson said.
She brought inspiration with her
speech titled “Religion and the pure
principles of morality the sure foundation on which we must build.”

SEE GENES PAGE 2

Student association now
accepting applications
by Rebecca Duran
Staff Writer

Major problems with students
enrolling in classes and trying to
graduate are what former director of
university affairs Schehrbano Khan
said encouraged her to apply for
student trustee last year.
“While there were talks about
cutting classes in the CSU system, there
were also pay hikes for various CSU
presidents and the CSU Chancellor,”
Khan said. “Students who were eligible
to enroll in SJSU could not be enrolled,
as the university did not have the
ability to afford the students. But the
state was spending more money on
funding prisons.”
The California State University
system is currently looking for the
next student trustee to serve on the
board of trustees, according to an
announcement by the California State
Student Association (CSSA).
CSSA conducts the search for the
next student trustee, according to the
association’s website.

“The position is a two-year term
during which the first year the student
trustee is non-voting and the second
year they become the voting member,”
said Sarah Vagts, assistant exectuve
director of the California State Student
Association.
Senator Leland Yee, the California
Faculty Association, and CSU students
announced a legislation reform, SB
1515, on Feb. 22.
The bill would designate nine of
the 25 trustees to be students, faculty
and workers from the CSU system,
according to a news release.
Currently, one appointee needs to
be a faculty member and two need to be
students, according to the news release.
“For too long, we have seen
the trustees fighting for their top
executives, but not fighting for those
who truly make CSU great — the
students, faculty and workers,” Yee said
in the news release.
Vagt said the board has not met
since Yee announced the bill and does
not have an official position.
Associated
Student
President
Tomasz Kolodziejak said one student
trustee votes, while the non-voting
trustee shadows.

SEE TRUSTEES PAGE 3

Important Changes on MySJSU Coming Soon!
MySJSU will be down for major maintenance from 5 PM on
Thursday, March 1 until Tuesday, March 6.
Navigate to my.sjsu.edu for more details.
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GENES:
Impact of
women
explored
FROM PAGE 1
Stewart brought out
God’s calling for equality and wanted others to
not discriminate because of
their skin color.
Her early Negro writings
are an inspiration for anyone to look back on, according to Wilson.
Stewart’s works were
eventually published to the
public.
Lastly, Wilson spoke
about Henrietta Lacks, a
simple woman who was a
mother of five.
Wilson described how
she dealt with many of the

“There were some
powerful strong
words that she
talked about that
fascinated me.”
-Raeesah Waqia,
women’s studies major
Jim Crow laws that existed at the time in the early
1900s.
Lacks is mostly known
for being diagnosed with
cancer and how her cells
were used for science, according to Wilson.
Researchers used her
cells from her cancerous
tumor to find a cure for it,
Wilson added.
Eventually the doctors
found a way to create these
cells and treat them like a

SpartanDaily.com
vaccine, known as “HeLa”
cells.
Her life eventually helped
create a new line of cells to
help fight cancer and other
diseases.
Wilson said she chose
these three women because
of how they weren’t wellknown but made an impact
in the world.
“In
African-American
history, we celebrate heroes,” Wilson said. “I like
to look for modest people
who take a little bit in life
to make a lot out of it. I encourage students to look up
to them as inspiration.”
Raeesah Waqia, a junior
women’s studies major, enjoyed what Wilson had to
say.
“I found this event to be
interesting an informative,”
Waqia said. “There were
some powerful strong words
that she talked about that
fascinated me.”
Administrative analyst
Gina Marin said this event is
for professors to show what
they’ve researched.
“The University Scholar
Series shows the research
done by the faculty,” Marin
said. “Our faculty has done
such hard work over the
years to find this missing
information on things.”
According to the program’s website, two more
seminars will take place this
semester.
SJSU assistant professor Kim Komenich will be
speaking about the 1986
Philippine People Power
Revolution on March 21,
and professor Alejandro
Garcia will be talking about
the artistic and scientific
perspectives of the animation industry on April 25,
according to the website.
Wilson signed off saying
that people understood that
others don’t need to be famous to make a difference
in this world.
“People can make major
contributions with the little
things that happen in their
life,” Wilson said. “They can
develop internal fortitude in
life and it will take genes,
guts and grit.”
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ADMISSIONS: Honoring local community
FROM PAGE 1
community colleges and some
community colleges in Santa
Cruz County, according to
the ‘Admissions 101’ brochure
found on the admissions website.
“SJSU is committed to giving local Santa Clara and
Santa Cruz county transfers
priority in the admission process,” the brochure stated.
“Local applicants are students
who will earn the majority
of their transfer units from a
college located in Santa Clara
or Santa Cruz county … Nonlocal applicants are students
who will earn the majority of
their transfer units at a college
located outside of Santa Clara
or Santa Cruz county. Admission is offered to non-local applicants based on the overall
campus capacity as well as
capacity in individual majors.”
Jeffrey Gonzalez, a sophomore at College of San Mateo,
plans to attend SJSU in fall
2012 and said he thinks the
local area guarantee is unfair
because he thinks there are
many eligible students in every county of California.
Gonzalez said when he first
heard about the local area
guarantee he thought “Well,
there goes my chances of getting into San Jose State.”
He said he thinks SJSU
should require a higher GPA
for students in the local area.
“I could skip class half the
time and still get a 2.0 if I really try to, so that doesn’t say
much,” Gonzalez said.
According to Harris, SJSU
will be advising students who
weren’t accepted to their major and referring some students to CSU East Bay.
“There’s going to be a lot
of intense advising to really
help them progress to graduation,” Harris said. “Another
option would be to simply
apply to CSU East Bay right
now. That’s option one. Option two is come to campus in
the fall, work super hard, try
to get into a major and in the
mean time apply to CSU East
Bay just in case you don’t. So

that come spring 2013 you are
either here at San Jose State in
your major or you’re on your
way to CSU East Bay.”
Brittney Purcell, a student
at both San Jose City College
and De Anza College, said she
chose SJSU because it is closer
to her house.
“I do think it’s fair (to have
the local area guarantee) because it is the closest university to home,” she said. “I will
be commuting to SJSU from
Morgan Hill since it is actually closer than San Jose City
College.”
Trish Rios Gibson, a transfer center counselor at De
Anza College, said she thinks
the local area guarantee is a
good idea because it gives students access to their local university.
“I think basically because
it provides more access to local students,” she said. “Maybe
students who can’t afford to
move away or single parents,
or just students who are perfectly capable of completing

CSUs honoring
LOCAL GUARANTEE

FIRST-TIME
FRESHMAN:
CHICO
FRESNO
FULLERTON
HUMBOLDT
LONG BEACH
LOS ANGELES
NORTHRIDGE
POMONA
SACRAMENTO
SAN BERNARDINO
SAN DIEGO
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN JOSE
SAN LUIS OBISPO
SAN MARCOS
SONOMA
Source: California State
University website

a Bachelor’s Degree and they
just need that ability to get in.”
Gibson said she is happy
SJSU decided to honor the local area guarantee for this upcoming fall semester.
“We were extremely relieved and grateful that San
Jose State decided to keep the
local guarantee for this admissions cycle,” she said. “We’re
well aware that it could go
away and we continue advising students to be as prepared
as possible … (with) course
work, grade point average and
not to go for the minimum in
preparation but to go for the
maximum.”
William Nance, interim
vice president for student affairs at SJSU, said he thinks
the university made the right
decision to honor its commitment to the local community.
“We are significantly overenrolled for this year, beyond
what the state funding enables us to teach,” he said. “In
addition, we have a record
number of applications for the
fall 2012 semester. As a result, we felt we needed to take
some time to consider ways
of reducing the excess enrollments that are also projected
for next year. In the end, we
concluded that we do need to
admit these students and that
we would look for other ways
to mitigate next year’s likely
over-enrollment.”
According to Harris, the
recent admission of the 1,400
local area students and a $60
million cut this year could affect admissions for the spring
2013 semester.
“What San Jose State is
planning to do is look very
carefully at the number who
graduate in May and then look
very carefully at the number
who actually come in fall because as you know we admit
far more than come here eventually,” she said. “Then decide
if we need to perhaps close
for spring 2013 admissions,
so one way around this might
be to close admissions for
spring 2013.”
Harris said SJSU might

have to look at the local
area guarantee because of
impaction.
“It’s looking increasingly
likely that San Jose State will
need to revisit the question of
local area guarantee,” she said.
“If that occurs then the plan is
to hold public hearings so that
there can be a conversation in
the community about the future of the university in this
regard.”

“Well, there goes
my chances of
getting into
San Jose State.”
-Jeffrey Gonzalez,
College of San Mateo student
Lisa Maria Rodriguez, a
student from De Anza College, said she plans to attend
SJSU in the fall and thinks the
local area guarantee is a good
motivation for students.
“It does give students hope
that they will get in because
it is hard to get into a school,”
she said.
Gibson,
the
transfer
center counselor at De Anza
College, said she is aware that
De Anza College should be
making students aware that
the local school guarantee
could go away.
“De Anza appreciates the
long relationship we’ve had
with San Jose State and a lot
of our students transfer there,”
she said. “The decisions they
make obviously impact our
students. We have had this
long relationship that’s been
healthy for our students so
we’re grateful for that.”
While SJSU has no current plans to discuss the local area guarantee with the
community,
Harris
said,
“We do know a lot of people
have concerns and it would
be good to provide a venue
to those concerns.”

Tobacco growers fear trade deal will harm exports in Pacific Rim
McClatchy Tribune
Wire Service

WASHINGTON — Southern
tobacco farmers fear that they
could lose a significant portion of their export business if
health advocates win a battle
to carve tobacco out of a major
trade agreement that’s being
negotiated with eight countries
on the Pacific Rim.
The American Medical Association and several other
health groups insist that the
Obama administration put public health priorities ahead of
commercial interests.
But with the majority of
their crop now being sold overseas, tobacco growers in North
Carolina, Kentucky and across
the Southeast see that pressure
as an effort to eliminate their
ability to make a living on a
commodity that’s sold legally
in the United States and around
the world.
President Barack Obama
hopes that the proposed TransPacific Partnership Agreement
will help double exports eventually. The United States does
more than $200 billion in trade
with those countries: Australia,
Brunei, Chile, Malaysia, New
Zealand, Peru, Singapore and
Vietnam.
The goal is to boost trade by
eliminating taxes and tariffs on
exports and imports between
the countries. The growers
worry that they’ll be left out
of the special deal, making
it more difficult for them to
compete with developing nations that already sell tobacco
more cheaply.

Avelino Mendoza, left, and Marcos Amezcua Jimenez, store tobacco
leaves owned by David Parker in his barn Wednesday, Aug. 30, 2011 in
Craven County, North Carolina. Photo courtesy of Takaaki Iwabu / MCT

Negotiations are set to resume Thursday in Australia.
Last week, Gov. Steve Beshear
of Kentucky joined U.S. trade
representatives and several of
the partners’ ambassadors at a
Washington reception that promoted the global agreement.
Americans smoke more than
a hundred billion fewer cigarettes a year than they did a decade ago. The domestic decline
in smokers has forced growers
such as John Ashe to look overseas for new markets.
Ninety percent of the tobacco that Ashe grows is exported.
He runs a farm in Reidsville,
N.C., north of Greensboro,
with 14 cows, 100 acres of soybeans and wheat, and 84 acres
of tobacco. It’s the tobacco that
keeps him afloat, he said.
“Tobacco generates more income,” said Ashe, who’s 44. “I
couldn’t make it off 100 acres
of wheat. I just couldn’t make
it off 100 acres of soybean. The
equipment that I use for my
tobacco farm, some of those

things I can use to grow wheat
and use to grow soybeans, use
to grow hay for cows. I can’t
justify buying equipment off
my bean crop and wheat crop
in my area of the state.”
It’s not only tobacco growers who would be affected by
being left out of the trade deal.
Erica Peterson, the executive
vice president of the North
Carolina Agribusiness Council,

said tobacco farmers in North
Carolina were a major economic engine in the state’s $70 billion agribusiness industry.
“There is the fertilizer, the
pesticide,” she said. “There is
the dealership that sells the
truck to the farmer. … Any of
the employees they hire on the
farm to payroll, secretary. All
these folks are going to be impacted.”
Responding to growers’
worries, more than 50 U.S.
senators and representatives
— Republicans and Democrats
— from the tobacco-growing
states of Kentucky, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia,
Virginia, Ohio and Tennessee
signed letters last fall warning U.S. Trade Representative Ron Kirk of the dangerous consequences of cutting
tobacco from the Pacific Rim
agreement.
“At a time when Kentucky’s
unemployment rate hovers
near 9.5 percent, we urge you
to consider the serious impact

excluding tobacco will have on
the commonwealth and the national economy,” Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell,
R-Ky., wrote in a letter to Kirk
signed by the entire Kentucky
delegation.
More than 80 percent of the
tobacco grown in Kentucky is
sold outside the United States.
The U.S. Department of Ag-

riculture estimates that Kentucky exported about $238 million worth of tobacco in 2010.
The same year, North Carolina exported $600 million
worth. More than a third of
the country’s 662,400 tobacco
workers work in North Carolina, according to the state’s
Department of Agriculture and
Consumer Services.
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Tornados hammer Midwest, nine killed

SpartaGuide
Today
WORD! Open Mic
5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Student Union-Food court
Presented by South Bay Womyn’s Conference

Monday, March 5 to Thursday, March 8
American Transportation Gallery Show
10 a.m. to 4 p.m., 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Art Building – Gallery 2

Tuesday, March 13

With the help of her friend Barbara Trammel, left, homeowner Miki Pavelonis salvages collectibles inside her living room of her home that
was destroyed by a tornado yesterday in Harrisburg, Illinois. Photo courtesy of Laurie Skrivan / MCT

McClatchy Tribune
Wire Service

HARRISBURG, Ill. — With
the walls torn off three rooms
by a powerful tornado Wednesday morning and the windows
blown out of four others, the
worst was yet to come for this
small city’s hospital.
Among the scores of injured neighbors who hobbled
or were wheeled in, four were
dead. And one of the dead was
a young nurse from the staff,
pulled by rescuers from her
shattered apartment.
“You had nurses here facing lots and lots of trauma in
a building that had been damaged and they had lost one of
their own,” explained Vince
Ashley, chief executive of the
Harrisburg Medical Center.
“It was dark and wet and
everything you can imagine
all at once,” he said as some
equilibrium was returning to
his tattered building, where
glass littered the floor and
wires hung from ceilings.
Whole neighborhoods were
flattened in this community of
9,000 people, about 100 miles
southeast of St. Louis. Six

people were killed here as at
least 16 tornados swept from
Nebraska to Kentucky.
Missouri counted three
dead, in Buffalo and the
Cassville and Puxico areas.
The Harrisburg twister was
an E4, the second-strongest
category, the National Weather
Service’s Rick Shanklin deduced from the damage. He
said it scoured a path about 200
yards wide with wind of up to
170 mph, splintering buildings
and tossing vehicles like toys.
It moved through the Country Club Hills subdivision so
quickly that Dr. Vinay Mehta
never had a chance to leave his
upstairs bedroom. “It came so
fast, and then it was gone,” he
said. “It lasted no more than 30
seconds.”
Mehta ventured outside,
where power lines crackled
and many of his neighbors’
homes were destroyed. The
surgeon walked a few blocks
to the hospital and treated a lot
of broken bones. Other patients
were airlifted out, he said, noting, “Some of them had serious
problems.”
Storm spotters gave Harrisburg about 30 minutes of warn-

ing before the tornado cut a
swath across the southern part
of the city just before 5 a.m.
Forewarned, the medical
center moved patients away
from vulnerable areas. Afterward, it transferred out the
patients it could while dealing
with a flood of incoming injuries. Ashley said none of the 12
patients in the damaged unit
was hurt.
Saline County Sheriff ’s Lt.
Tracy Felty estimated about
100 people were injured. No
one was believed to be missing.
The death toll here had
been reported as high as 10,
but that was the result of a
misunderstanding, said Patti
Thompson,
spokeswoman
for the Illinois Emergency
Management Agency. “We
were given some incorrect
information,” she said. “Things
are pretty hectic down there.”
Officials did not release
names of the dead — four women and two men.
Estimates said that up to
300 homes and 25 businesses
were damaged or destroyed.
Southeastern Illinois College in
Harrisburg announced it would
be closed through the end of

spring break, March 12, to deal
with damage.
Back in Country Club Hills,
a hard-hit area, Karen McClusky said she emerged from
hiding in her bathtub to see if
her house was still there; it was.
“I then went and checked
on my neighbors and saw
whole
houses
destroyed,”
said McClusky, an eighth-grade
social studies teacher who
has lived in the neighborhood
for 27 years.
As she spoke, the area already banged and buzzed with
the sounds of workers wielding
hammers and chain saws. Some
residents walked the streets to
stare, take pictures or share
embraces.
Sherry Chrisman looked
at what was left of her home
and said it will have to be bulldozed. “I cater, and this is my
kitchen,” she said pointing to
the remains of some walls and
her backyard swimming pool.
Chrisman had gotten up to
cook just before the storm hit.
She, her daughter and a golden
retriever named Mable took
refuge in the basement. “The
puppy was just going nuts,”
she said.

Global Startups in Sustainable Energy: Israel and
Silicon Valley
6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Engineering Building, Room 189
Presented by Silicon Valley Center for
Entrepreneurship
Speakers include Akiva Tor, Israeli Consulate, Dr.
Jacques Benkoski, U.S. Venture Partners, Jason
Wolf, Better Place (SJSU alumnus)

Thursday, March 15 (Registration opens)
Business Plan Contest
Presented by Silicon Valley Center for
Entrepreneurship
Register online at: cob.sjsu.edu/svce
All materials are submitted electronically (except
the semifinal presentations on May 3 and final
presentations on May 16)
Registration closes on April 24

Wednesday, March 28
Bay Area Biomedical Device Conference 2012
8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Presented by the SJSU Biomedical Engineering
Society (BMES)
Student Union-Barrett Ballroom
SpartaGuide is provided to students, staff and faculty, free of charge. The deadline to
submit is at noon, three working days prior to desired publication date. Entry forms
are available in Spartan Daily, DBH 209. Send emails to spartandailyeditorial@
sjsumedia.com titled “SpartaGuide.” Space restrictions may require editing or exclusion of submissions. Entry is not guaranteed. Entries are printed in order of which
they are received.

TRUSTEES: Legislation passage uncertain
FROM PAGE 1
The board manages a $6
billion budget for 23 campuses, which is a lot to manage,
Kolodziejak said.
As for Sen. Leland Yee’s legislation reform, Kolodziejak said
he doesn’t think it will pass.
“Of course it would be great,
but I’m not sure how likely it is,”
he said.
Khan said her decision
to run last year was also in
part to how she felt about the
budget problems.
“As an international student
I felt as though the students

For showtimes, advance tix and more, go to

cameracinemas.com

Best Theaters -- SJ Merc, Metro & Wave Readers
All Shows Before 12 noon Now Only $5.00
Always Plenty of Free Validated Parking All Sites
Seniors/Kids/Students -- $7.50 (C12/C7) / $7 (C3/LG)
$7.50 (C12/C7) / $7 (C3/LG) b4 6pm M-F & 4pm Sat-Sun
• 559-6900
CAMERA
7• Pruneyard/Campbell
◆ Sony 4K Digital
(C7) • ✔ Final Week • * No
Passes

CAMERA 7• Pruneyard/Campbell • 559-6900
Student Night Wednesdays -- $6 after 6pm
◆*DR. SEUSS’ THE LORAX (in 2D/3D) (PG)
◆THE ARTIST (PG-13) SAFE HOUSE (R)
◆*ACT OF VALOR (R) *RAMPART (R)
◆SECRET WORLD OF ARRIETTY (G)
IRON LADY (PG-13) THE DESCENDANTS (R)
HUGO (in 2D) (PG) ◆WAR HORSE (PG-13)

LOS GATOS • 41 N. Santa Cruz • 395-0203
CAMERA
12
*THE LORAX (in 2D) (PG) THE ARTIST (PG-13)
CAMERA 12 • 201 S. 2nd St, S.J. • 998-3300

were being exploited to fill in
the budget deficit of the state,”
she said.
The process of applying
started with sending in various
paperwork and getting selected
from an initial pool of 46 people, Khan said.
In the next step, 20 of the 23
A.S. presidents of the California State Student Association
interviewed her in San Luis
Obispo, she said.

The A.S. presidents then sent
in three names, which included
Khan’s, to the Governor’s Office in Sacramento, she said.
Khan said the Governor’s office contacted her to set up an
interview, and she was interviewed last June in Sacramento.
“It was a nerve-wracking
experience, but it helped boost
my confidence,” Khan said.
Khan said her brother was
a great support during the

process since he had been a
member of CSU East Bay’s
Associated Students and was
able to help her prepare for the
interview.
While the decision was not
in her favor, the application
process was a college experience Khan said she will never
forget.
“For me, it was equivalent to
preparing for the MCATs and
scoring high,” she said.

Music Tunnel KTV Cafe
Come eat, drink, sing, and socialize with friends, family, and coworkers in
our lounge, or reserve a private room
for your karaoke party

Karaoke

Cafe

Spacious lounge
18 Private Rooms
High-quality
surround sound
LCD TVs
Touch-screen song
selectors
Wireless microphones

O
Over
100 choices of
ffresh-made tea drinks
ILLY Coffee
Black and Green Tea
Smoothies
Snacks
Box meals
Double
Do
rainbow ice cream

Student Night Wednesdays -- $6 after 6pm

CINEQUEST, S.J. FILM FEST 2/29-3/11
*DR. SEUSS’ THE LORAX (in 2D & 3D) (PG)
*PROJECT X (R) THE ARTIST (PG-13)
*GOOD DEEDS (PG-13) *ACT OF VALOR (R)
*GONE (PG-13) *WANDERLUST (R)
THE VOW (PG-13) CHRONICLE (PG-13)

CAMERA 3 • 288 S. Second, S.J. • 998-3300
2012 OSCAR NOMINATED SHORTS (NR)
A SEPARATION (PG-13)
OPENS 3/9! JOHN CARTER SILENT HOUSE
FRIENDS WITH KIDS A THOUSAND WORDS
IN DARKNESS FORGIVENESS OF BLOOD

DISCOUNT (10 Admits/$60) / GIFT CARDS

THEATER RENTALS -- CALL 395-6465

10% off with this ad!

Cannot be combined with other offers
www.musictunnelktv.com
(408) 446-0888
1132 S. De Anza Blvd #10 San Jose, CA 95129
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Animation and illustration department draws in gaming companies
by Boris Slager
Staff Writer

The video game industry
is hungry for talented animation/illustration majors from
SJSU.
Courtney Granner, professor of TV, radio, film and
theatre and head of interships
for the animation department
said the companies call the
department on a weekly to a
biweekly basis.
“If they are a gaming company, they come to us,” Granner said.
Lawrence Cases, a 2007
SJSU graduate, stated in an
email he is glad he got a job in
the gaming industry.
“What I love about my job
is I get to come into work
knowing that I love what I do,”
Cases, who works at PlayFirst
games, stated.
PlayFirst is a company
that makes games worldwide
across all different types of
platforms, according to the
company’s website.

“Most of all, if you
want to animate
and be an artist
in the industry
you must draw,
draw, draw, and
continue to get
better ”
-Lawrence Cases,
SJSU graduate
Kevin Yang, a graduating
senior in animation/illustration at SJSU, is glad for his internship.
“I got the internship job
thanks to Professor Courtney
Granner for connecting me
to an alumni working there,”
Yang stated in an email.
Yang stated that after a
week he was already working
on projects at Kabam.
Kabam is a company that
creates free-to-play games
for social networks and other
types of platforms, according
to its website.
The projects he said he
worked on were editing other’s work on character design
and illustration pieces.
Granner said he is not surprised by the success of the
students in the animation/illustration program.
The appetite for the gaming
industry is huge, Granner said.
With demand being high,
some students are finding an
internship or a job quickly after graduation, Granner said.

However, not all students
have gotten an internship
so easily, said senior animation/illustration major Aaron
Lindley.
“I have been applying like
crazy,” he said.
Konstantin Abadjiev. who
was recently an art lead at
Breaktime Studio, which is
a mobile gaming company,
stated in an email that he resigned recently to create his
own game.
Cases of PlayFirst has this
advice to students: “To be specific in their chosen field and
gear their portfolio towards
that career path.”
He stated that he does not
draw every day, but that he
loves what he does for a living.
A current student, junior
Christy Becker, said she just
started an internship at Real
Life Plus.
Real Life Plus is a gaming
company that wants to create more casual games and
social games, according to its
website.
“I love it,” said Becker, an
animation/illustration major.
Becker said she draws the
costume and props for characters, and would take a permanent job there if it was offered
to her.
She also said she got her
internship due to a referral
from a friend and due to her
portfolio.
Becker is not the only animation/illustration major to
get an internship this way.
“The industry is incredibly
fast paced and the level of talented artist(s) is incredible,”
Brian Kistler, an SJSU graduate, stated in an email.
He had advice for future
people going into the industry.
“I learned very quickly that
I must work smart and not be
afraid to ask for advice,” he
said.
He went on to state that
anyone who wants to work in
the gaming industry should
“Work their butt off (and) believe in themselves and never
stop trying to become the best
artist they can be.”
Cases, the 2007 SJSU graduate, agreed with Kistler and
believes that an artist needs to
be passionate to succeed.
“Show us what you’re passionate about and give us a
sense of who you are in your
work,” Cases stated. “Most of
all, if you want to animate and
be an artist in this industry
you must draw, draw, draw,
and continue to get better.”
Social network games, like
the ones on Facebook, are the
reason for the recent boom
in the video game industry,
Granner said.
Marvyn Aguilar, a senior
animation/illustration major,
said he plans to go into social
network games.
“I like to keep my (anima-

Yunghan Chang, right, and Erin Schulpner, left, senior animation/illustration majors, work on projects in a digital lab on Wacom Cintiq
illustration digital tablets Tuesday night in the Art building. Photo by Raphael Kluzniok / Spartan Daily

tion) range small,” he said.
Aguilar said he understands that in order to make
it in the gaming industry you
need to hone your craft.
Granner
agrees
with
Aguilar and said that when
big game companies call they
always ask for specific types
of artists.
Granner said when the
companies call they ask for
creature animators, or character animators or sometimes an
animator who draws scenery
well.
Abadjiev, stated that he believes the gaming industry is
going to be mobile and that
consoles will be a thing of the
past.
For anyone who may think
they should switch majors to
animation/illustration and get
an easy way into the game industry, think again, Granner
said.
Granner said the major
is a five-years-plus commitment and 132-units.
“The program demands
students who are passionate, motivated, and complex
problem solvers,” he said.
He went on to say that
animation/illustration
majors need to be able to deal
with the ups and downs that
come with animation and
illustration.
The ups and downs are due
to the fact that the students
have to draw something and
then are critiqued on it and
then redraw it, said Kevin
Hume, animation/illustration
major.
“(However), those who
stick it out are always rewarded in the end,” Granner
said.

UC Berkeley hyena program in
jeopardy of coming to an end
University is seeking
$150,000 to fund
next year’s curriculum
McClatchy Tribune
Wire Service

BERKELEY, Calif. — Scientists and University of California, Berkeley administrators
are scrambling for money to
keep a colony of 19 spotted hyenas that they have studied in
the Berkeley hills for the past
27 years, or the animals could
end up in zoos.
The UC Berkeley Hyena
Project was started in 1985 and
continues to be the largest captive group in the world.

Scientists have been studying the female spotted hyenas’
“masculinized” genitalia, their
unique sexual and reproductive
system and both sexes’ social
behavior, ironclad immunity
systems and vocalizations.
The studies of hyena hormones have been helpful in understanding human problems
such as why some newborn
girls appear to be boys or why
adolescents have difficulty with
impulse control.
Federal funding from the National Institutes of Health and
the National Science Foundation has dried up, and researchers are seeking $150,000 for the
next year. They also would like
to establish an endowment to
keep it going indefinitely.

But scientists involved in
the colony have differing views
of just how dire the funding
situation is.
Stephen Glickman, who
helped start the colony at UC
Berkeley, said he’s ready to
give three of the hyenas to the
Oakland Zoo, “partly due to
funding” and partly because
the zoo’s hyenas have died. But
he downplayed the seriousness of the funding issue made
public by a website started by
a colleague from Kansas State
University.
“We’re piecing together
money, but we want to do so
quietly,” Glickman said.
“Nobody is going to be

SEE HYENAS PAGE 8

Erin Schulpner, senior animation/illustration major, paints digital details into a portfolio piece Tuesday
night in the Art building. Photo by Raphael Kluzniok / Spartan Daily

Kistler stated that his
professors helped him prepare for the hectic life of the
gaming industry.
“I have to thank my instructors for holding the students to a high standard and
offering opportunities to get
critiques from professionals,”
he stated. “This is the reason
why students from San Jose
do very well in the film/animation and gaming industry.”
Granner echoed Kistler’s
statement.
However, the reason is not
just in their animating ability,
according to Granner.
One of the biggest reasons SJSU students do well is
because, unlike the private
universities, SJSU makes ani-

mation/illustration
majors
take classes outside their field,
Granner said.
He said he believes this
makes them well-rounded and
better suited for the gaming
companies.
Granner said those nonmajor classes help the animators develop an outside perspective and are able to use
that knowledge in their drawings.
Abadjiev, a 2006 graduate
from SJSU, stated he belives
that even though the tools of
the animation industry will
change, the basic fundamentals will remain the same.
“What I love about my job
is collaborating creatively
with other talented people,”

Abadjiev stated.
Yang, echoed the statement
of Abadjiev, stating that his
favorite part of the job is to
work with other talented artists and that it pushes him to
get better.
The animation/illustration program is one of the largest programs
on campus, with more than 550
students in the program, according
to Granner.
Erin Schleupner, a graduating senior majoring in animation/illustration, said she appreciates the technology the
department is able to provide
her and her colleagues.
“We would not have access to this level of equipment
without the art department,”
Schleupner said.

Changes Coming to MySJSU on March 6!
New look and feel to the Student Center
Use your SJSUOne ID/Password to login

New updated website

MySJSU will be down from 5pm
Thursday, March 2012 until Tuesday,
March 6 for major maintenance.
Check the MySJSU website for updates!
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Film to offer ‘Cheap Fun’ for
young Cinequest movie goers
by Angelisa Ross
Staff Writer

SJSU makes another debut
on the Cinequest big screen
by way of “Cheap Fun” by
writer and director Zachary
Sutherland.
Sutherland, a former student at SJSU, directed his own
film with the help of his past
professors.
“It’s supposed to be funny
and inviting,” Sutherland said.
“I want to call this the most
intelligent stoner movie ever.”
Sutherland’s film will be
making its world premiere
this Saturday at the Cinequest
Film Festival at the California
Theatre.
He said the film is based
on the experiences of his
early 20s, such as finding his
identity and recognizing real
friends.
The film is about how life
is different for the youth generation after the crash of the
stock market, according to
Sutherland.
A “Post-crash generation” is a term coined by
Scott Sublett, the executive
producer and associate professor of screenwriting from
SJSU.
“The movie alludes to this
term,” Sutherland said. “I

didn’t want to be a metaphor
hammer.”
He said the term is in
reference to how much the
generation has changed.
“The crash of the stock
market in 2008 startled a lot
of college kids because suddenly their prospects (declined) dramatically,” Sublett
said. “This film defines that
generation.”
Sublett said the film was
written in one of his classes;
therefore he has a fatherly
feeling toward Sutherland
and the film.
Sutherland said he began
at SJSU in 2003, majoring in
radio, television, film and minoring in theater.
He said began editing his
film, “Cheap Fun,” after graduation in 2010 and finished it
this year.
Sutherland said, as a film
student, he saw a lot of people drop out due to the level
of difficultly.
“It is so difficult and discouraging at times, that
most people I knew who I
thought was going to make it,
doesn’t ever happen,” Sutherland said. “I don’t have a
back up. This has to work
somehow.”
Sutherland said his dad
introduced him to film and
gave him the powerful drive

he has to make them.
“He showed me different
kinds of films when I was a
kid, stuff that I wouldn’t have
gotten out to watch on my
own,” Sutherland said
The taping of the film
was influenced by the seriousness of films like “Magnolia” and “Boogie Nights,”
Sutherland said.
Barnaby Dallas, production director of scriptwriting for the television, radio,
film and theater major and
co-director of Spartan Films,
has very high expectations
for the film.
Dallas said it was a huge
testament to the quality of SJSU students that, for
the last few years, SJSU
students have won Cinequest
awards.
“I think this a generation film that is representative of SJSU because the cast
is 90 percent SJSU students,”
Dallas said.
The film “Cheap Fun” will
be screened three times in the
largest venue at the festival,
which speaks volumes about
Cinequest, SJSU and the anticipation of the film, Dallas
said.
Dallas said he hopes viewers will identify with the
characters of the film because
it is a reflection of reality.

Movie watchers are seen exiting the California Theatre, located on S. First street, yesterday
evening, the second night of the Cinequest Film Festival. Photo by Raphael Kluzniok / Spartan Daily

Apart from the film’s
premiere, it will also show on
Wednesday, March 7 at 7 p.m.
and Saturday, March 10 at 11
a.m.
Sutherland
said
he’s

working on a horror film
treatment or film idea and
hopes to meet new contacts
at the festival.
Sutherland hopes that his
audience will laugh and see

parts of themselves in his
film.
“I wasn’t trying to make a
festival baby. I wasn’t trying
to make Garden State 2, it’s
for everyone here.”

 REVIEW

Passion and empowerment lift
audiences on opening night
Contributing Writer

On the 22nd annual opening night of Cinequest Film
Festival, co-founder Halfdan
Hassey, welcomed the packed
house at the California Theatre to connect with friends
and strangers through the
film.
The opening film, “The
Lady,” stirred an emotional
reaction with its portrayal
of the true story of political struggle in Burma and
the courageous sacrifice
of the National League for
Democracy.
Director Luc Bessen uses
flashbacks to create a fascinating and captivating story
of the 20-year struggle. The
musical score brings strong
emotion along with actress
Michelle Yeoh’s strong and
composed portrayal of the
main character, Aung San Suu
Kyi.
The movie begins in 1947
with a young Suu listening
her father, the General, tell
her of a time when Burma
was the “golden land” until
the British came and took all
the treasures away.
The newly empowered
general and colleagues, who
were fighting for democracy,
are then assassinated in a dramatic scene.
“The opening martyr scene

sets the emotional and brutal tone for the whole movie,” said audience member
Richard Dejesus.
The jingle-jangle sound
and strong bass rattled my
heart into suspense during the event. My heartbeat
stopped when the gun went
straight between the general’s eyes and stomach sank
when the gunshots fired,
killing everyone in the room.

“The opening
martyr scene
sets the
emotional and
brutal tone
for the whole
movie.”
– Richard Dejesus,
movie watcher
Flash forward, Suu lives in
Oxford, England with her two
teenage sons and her husband
Mikey Aires, played by David
Thewlis.
They watch the news for

Burma’s massacre updates.
Mikey holds Suu and supports
her concern for the country.
Despite the violence, Suu
quickly packed her bag to be
in Burma with her ill mother.
Despite the horrid scenes
of violence, Suu’s devoted
husband never stops her from
fighting for her country.
“The Lady” is a story of
a courageous, calming and
composed leader. She never
makes hasty decisions and
never allows her personal
struggle to affect the speed
for political change.
Scene after scene, my
spirit fled for her and the
country.
There is little chance that
I or an American politician
could face the harsh conditions with the same faith and
clam determination Suu does.
Her spirit faces many
blows to stop her struggle,
but no matter how alone
she is, she remembers the
Burmese population.
“I wear the red scarf, I
have the right to shoot you!”
shouted the soldier before
shooting a man in front of
Suu. She stood motionless, in
complete shock.
For the rest of the movie,
she moved with grace, courage and power.
The Burmese government keeps her family out of
the country, in hopes Suu
will leave. She knows they

The Cinequest Film Festival began yesterday with opening film “The Lady” by director Luc Besson. The
movie depicts the life of troubled Burmese activist Aung San Suu Kyi. Photo courtesy of cinequest.org

will not allow her back.
When the chief of police
gives her a plane ticket to
England, she passes it back
and asks, “What kind of freedom is that?”
I felt chills because I realized Suu gave up her entire
life to stand up for a country,
for a mass group of people
she vaguely knew.
While her sons begged
for her to return to England,
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Mikey supported and worried
for her the entire time.
“If you cut the tree’s root,
it will eventually fall,” said
the dictator general as a
rationale to enforce house
arrest on the democratic
leader. Suu proved to have
the strongest connections to
her democratic cause.
The
compassion
and
support of her husband is
endless.

The strings and flutes
create a longing and compassion with the long-distance
lovers.
I question if I could
share a passion with someone enough to endure missing him to continue my
struggle.
I want to find a mission
that I can stand behind with
as much courage and passion
as Aung San Suu Kyi.
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Firsthand account: SJSU
swimming and diving
claim WAC championship
by Megan Mills
Staff Writer

SJSU senior safety Duke Ihenacho runs toward the end zone after junior defensive end Travis Johnson
blocked an extra point attempt against Hawaii on Oct. 14, 2011. Photo by Vernon McKnight / File Photo

Ihenacho boosts NFL Draft
stock at scouting combine
Staff Report

SJSU senior safety Duke
Ihenacho was invited to the
NFL Scouting Combine this
past week to showcase his
skills in hopes of being selected by a professional team in
the 2012 NFL Draft.
The showcase took place
Feb. 22-28 and featured many
of college football’s best NFL
prospects, who were there to
perform physical and mental
tests while being analyzed by
a mix of NFL coaches, general
managers and scouts.
Ihenacho, a standout during his four seasons at SJSU,
participated in six drills —
including the 40-yard dash,

bench press and 20-yard
shuttle — in his time at Lucas
Oil Stadium in Indianapolis,
which was the home of Super
Bowl XLVI.
His best performance came
in the bench press, where
he benched the standard
225-pound barbell 20 times. It
was enough to place Ihenacho
in a tie for fourth place among
safeties in this particular event.
Other notable scores include his time of 4.68 seconds
in the 40-yard dash and 4.22
seconds in the 20-yard shuttle.
The 6-foot, 213-pound senior was given a grade of
67.5 by NFL.com for the entire scouting combine, saying that he is “physical when
coming down to support the
run. He is alert in zone and

Classiﬁeds
Employment
Earn Extra Money
Students needed ASAP.
Earn up to $100 per day being a Mystery Shopper.
No Experience Required.
Call 1-855-204-0677

understands when to bite and
when to lay back.”
NFL.com also wrote that
his athletic ability and speed
are definite strengths in his
game, as are his “trademark
punishing blows.”
Ihenacho will be waiting
for his name to be called on
April 26 when the 2012 NFL
Draft begins.
The 22-year-old is currently rated as the No. 5 overall
safety in the draft, according
to NFLDraftScout.com, and
he is projected to be selected
anywhere between the third
and sixth rounds by various
football websites.
Last season, he tallied 73
tackles, two forced fumbles
and one interception for the
SJSU football team.

This past week I had the
privilege of traveling to
Texas with the SJSU swimming and diving team for the
Western Athletic Conference
championships.
You could see it in everyone’s eyes: Hope, anticipation
and uncertainty for how the
meet would play out, starting
when we landed in the land
of cowboy boots and barbecue
restaurants galore on Feb. 20.
Everyone who has heard me
speak knows my voice has been
gone for about a week now because of screaming so loudly.
Since my freshman year
four years ago, the team has
talked about bringing home
a WAC title, and each year it
slowly slipped away from us
due to some reason or another.
This year was different.
We knew we would have
to set the tone the moment we
stepped onto the pool deck.
The meet started Wednesday
night, with two relay events: the
200 individual medley (IM) and
the 800 freestyle relay.
From that first relay, noise
erupted in the natatorium
cutting through the smell of
chlorine.
We were on a warpath and
everyone at the pool knew it.
All but four of the girls on
the team stood on the side
of the pool shouting as loud
as their voices would allow,
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The next six sessions went
by in a flash, and when I blinked it was already Saturday
night at the final session.
I just could not believe the last
day was already here because
this meet is what we planned
our whole season around.
We managed to maintain
the lead over Northern Arizona
University and winning the
last relay, the 400 freestyle, was
just icing on the cake.
Winning by more than 100
points over our rival, Northern
Arizona University, was an unexpected aspect of the meet no
one saw coming.
We waited anxiously for the
meet director to announce our
success and finally award us
the title. Before that, Hopkins
was awarded WAC coach of the
year and my teammate Marisa
DeWames was awarded WAC
swimmer of the year.
Both Hopkins and DeWames
eat, breathe and live swimming and watching them grin
from ear-to-ear and accept their
awards so graciously brought
tears to every girl’s eyes.
After taking dozens of pictures with the team trophy, it
was time to go for a swim one
last time.
The girls, all four coaches
and even our team masseuse
dove in to celebrate our success
in the water.
It still hasn’t fully sunk in
yet that we won the WAC.
This was the last swim meet
of my career and I wouldn’t
have had it end any other way.
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watching as the next girl on
the relay dove in, chasing the
gold medal.
Our team transformed into
the loudest, craziest group on
deck. I will describe it as an
out of body experience, where
you feel as though you are going to pass out from yelling so
much.
The second relay, 800 freestyle, was more intense than
the first, and we ended up taking first in the 200 IM and second in the 800 freestyle.
Watching these girls swim
their races with such gumption
and determination was just the
thing the team needed to bring
even more confidence to the
pool the next morning.
It certainly didn’t end there.
Our head coach, Sage Hopkins, reiterated over and over
that we weren’t here to win
the meet, but we were here
to be the best swimmers we
could be, and if we accomplished that everything else
would fall into place.
We made sure we were the
loudest, most tight-knit team
in the conference for the next
three days.
We had three more days of
prelim and the final session to
prove just how much we sacrificed throughout the year to
become champions.
Constant ice baths, taking
fish oil everyday, dragging
ourselves out of bed at 6 a.m.
and jumping into a crisp pool
would pay off in the end, but
we just weren’t certain of it yet.

Universal Crossword
Edited by Timothy E. Parker March 1, 2012

ACROSS
1 Amp input
label
4 It calls the
kettle black
7 Write-___
(some
nominees)
10 Possesses
13 Vowconﬁrming
phrase
14 Disconnect
a trailer
16 Marching
creature
17 Type of
bookkeeping system
19 1,501,
Roman-style
20 “Mon
Oncle”
director
21 “No, that’s
not a typo”
22 “What a
Piece of
Work ___”
(“Hair” song)
24 Chorus
from the
pews
26 Climbing a
rope, in a
way
29 Blood
relatives
30 “Manner”
attachment
32 Small ofﬁcial seals
33 Ultimate
purpose
35 Church
vestment
36 Valuable
deposit
37 Hotel
option
40 “Spy vs. Spy”
mag
42 Running a
fever
43 Glasgow
3/1

Previous Puzzle Solved

How to Play

Complete the grid so
that every row, column
and 3 by 3 box contains
every digit from 1 to 9
inclusively.
Check back daily for
new sudoku puzzles and
solutions.

girls
47 Longtime
“60 Minutes”
correspondent Mike
49 Musket
attachment?
50 Finish a fast
51 According
to popular
suspicion
53 Blackboard
material
55 Tuscan
marble city
56 “... ___ the
land of the
free”
58 A ruler
before the
revolution
59 Barbecue
site
60 Horse-racing
hat trick
64 Dos Passos
trilogy
65 Resident of
Indiana
66 “In your
dreams!” in
Dundee
67 “La ___”
(Debussy
piece)
68 Beard of
barley
69 Banned bug
bane
70 Damascus’
land (Abbr.)
DOWN
1 Gaffe
2 The “king”
in “The Last
King of
Scotland”
3 Allege or vie
4 Old Afghan
coin
5 Unidentiﬁed
people
6 Belief in one
God
7 Addams

Family
member
8 Big name
in cash
machines
9 ___ away
from
(timidly
avoiding)
10 More
theatrical
11 A little
slower than
moderato
12 Injuries near
beehives
15 Snowfall
measure
18 Juniper berry
concoction
23 Ecclesiastical
assemblies
25 Tower
beside a
barn
27 Minute land
mass
28 Tiny bit of
food
31 Artiﬁcial
channel
34 Befuddles
35 Monopolist’s portion

38 Drained
liquid from
39 All ___
(attentive)
40 A feeling of
discomfort
41 Very skilled
athlete
44 Annual
foursome
45 Corrode
46 Tougher, as
a parent
47 Beaded cash
48 Christie of
mysteries
49 It may be
closed for
the night
52 Cuts (off),
as a branch
54 8 1/2” x 11”
paper size
(Abbr.)
57 Thatch
material
61 Propel a
boat
62 Lithium-___
battery
63 Old-style
computer
monitor, for
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Going through life’s
troubles and trials
braver and ‘unscared’
by
Megan
Mills

End sexual harassment in the nerd community
This column
appears
every other
Thursday
If there is one thing you
should know about me, it’s the
fact that yours truly is a huge
nerd in every aspect.
Ask me about what I think
about the recent episode of the
BBC version of “Sherlock” and I
can go on for days.
What about making costumes for conventions? Been
there, done that.
As for video games, they
were something I cherished
when I was younger — my favorites ranged from Super
Mario to more recent ones such
as Soul Calibur.
However, if there is one
thing that absolutely bothers
me, it has to be the rampant
sexual harassment that goes on
in nerd culture.
Yes, you heard me right —
sexual harassment.
In an article done by The
Penny Arcade Report, a news
site stemming from the popular web-comic Penny Arcade, a
week-long fighting-game tournament turned sour when one
of the players, Miranda “Super
Yan” Pakozdi, received verbal

assaults from her coach on the
first day.
The
tournament
was
streamed live in front of thousands and Pakozdi’s coach, Aris
Bakhtanians decided that it
would be funny to harass her in
front of her male teammates.
“Hey Miranda, tell me your
bra size!” Bakhtanians exclaimed. “Let me guess it so that
everyone here will know about
it!”
Bakhtanians then continued
to sexually harass her for four
days straight until Pakozdi decided to forfeit her position in
the team due to the remarks.

“ Sexual harassment
is a huge issue in
all aspects, but I
think it’s ridiculous
to even have it in a
culture that
encourages ‘geeky
camaraderie.’ ”

Some were disgusted by
Bakhtanians’ behavior but many
applauded him for his gung-ho
attitude during the tournament.
As a nerdy female, it kind of
disgusts me that this type of action would be even praised in
the first place.
Watching the streamed video
of the tournament, it was clear
that Pakozdi was feeling extremely uncomfortable and tried
to speak out against the assault
but ended up being silenced.
Harassment, let alone sexual
harassment, is not allowed in
places such as schools or at work
and yet it doesn’t get addressed
in this community.
If someone wants to catcall to
an opposing team member, fine,
but don’t stoop so low that the
insults are targeting a person’s
appearance or personality.
However, if the harassment
is targeted at a fellow teammate,
then that’s when I draw the line.
It also boggles me that
Bakhtanians feels no remorse
for basically making lewd comments at Pakozdi.
“The sexual harassment is
part of the culture,” Bakhtanians said. “If you remove that
from the fighting-game community, it’s not the fighting-game
community.”
Females aren’t alone when it
comes to the sexual harassment
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and men encounter it equally as
much.
Throughout my years doing
costuming at various conventions, I’ve seen borderline-crazy
and sex-starved fan girls doing
a ferocious tackle-hug at men
dressed up as their favorite
characters.
Called a “glomp,” it is usually
seen as a pouncing hug of sorts,
but sometimes it can be pretty
dangerous.
Imagine a line-backer tackling another player to the
ground.
Now, imagine that force
bottled up in a hormone-riddled
teenager taking down a man
dressed up as Jack Sparrow.
It may seem like a funny image but in reality, it’s extremely
painful.
That invasion of personal
space is a terrifying thing to encounter and regardless if one is
being sexually harassed through
words or physicality — it’s just
wrong.
Sexual harassment is a huge
issue in all aspects, but I think
it’s ridiculous to even have it in
a culture that encourages “geeky
camaraderie.”
As a nerd speaking to all of
the nerds out there, you don’t
have to play nice but at least
have some tact and respect for
one another.

I’ve always been the orderly, timid person who’s idea of
spontaneous mayhem is staying out until 10:01 p.m. on a
school night.
I’ve never been in a fight,
verbally or physically, never
been sent to detention, and
never been arrested or in trouble with the law.
I guess you could say I’ve
spent most of life always making a plan for everything, no
matter what it is.
Yes, I was one of those
people.
I’ve always been envious of
the people that can just make
a decision without hesitation.
I recently just returned
from a swim meet in San
Antonio, Texas for my conference championship the week
of Feb. 20-26.
A couple of days before we
left, Brian MacKenzie, founder
of CrossFit Endurance, met
with us to ease our nerves
about the possibility of bringing home a WAC title.
MacKenzie stressed the importance of being “unscared”
of situations in life that we
constantly run from or make
excuses for if we perform
poorly.
“Unscared” is defined as
the art of dealing with fear, according to MacKenzie.
He told us, “There is no try.
You either do it or you don’t.”
The word “unscared” quickly became the motto of the
meet for the next four days of
competition.
It stuck with us through
everything, from making the
word into a cheer to writing the word on each of our
knuckles just to remind ourselves that we should be confident in our abilities.
Confidence is something I
always seem to lack.
I know “unscared” stuck
with me, not just in swimming
—I quickly realized I could apply it to everything in my life.
For me, being scared of the
outcome to a problem ruled
my life up until this past week.
Negative consequences of
my actions constantly plagued
my thoughts even before
knowing that positive things
could come about from it.
I liked consistency and
maintaining a schedule. When

something went awry within
my day, it used to throw off my
entire mentality, making me
ask myself: “What else could
go wrong?”
I now realize that being
scared of life is no way to live
it. I wanted to apply “unscared”
to every aspect of my life.
I don’t want to miss out on
any more opportunities because of me being a coward.
It is the spontaneous moments and memories within
our daily lives that keep us on
our toes.
Life has a funny way of
surprising us with unexpected
situations.

“ I’ve learned to
accept what
life has to
throw at me,
letting me deal
with the good
and bad
experiences. ”
Before, this was my nightmare. Now, I am learning to
embrace the changes and say
“yes” to things I would normally shy away from.
I’ve learned to accept what
life has to throw at me, letting
me deal with both the good
and bad experiences.
One goal I recently made
for myself is to take on more
unique, grittier stories that
make me step out of my comfort zone.
I’ve found that, when I do,
those stories are the most rewarding, leaving me with
more knowledge about a person or event than I could ever
imagine.
The word “unscared” can
mean something different to
everybody, but to me it means
having the ability to face obstacles head-on, with no regrets.
I hope to explore the meaning of this word and apply
it to every aspect of my life,
whether it’s for a job interview
or taking the plunge into love.
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Student meteorology club aims for the clouds from Duncan Hall
by Christian Gin
Staff Writer

Anamaria Perez, event coordinator, Matt Roby, Vice President, and Richard Bagley, President, observe
the weather station on Duncan Hall at the meteorology department’s rooftop laboratory. The Student
Chapter American Meteorological Society conducts various tests to determine weather patterns in the
San Jose area. Photo by Sierra Duren / Spartan Daily

HYENAS: No laughing matter
FROM PAGE 4
euthanized, but some are going
to zoos. We’re always scrambling for money. The idea is to
get more stable grants for the
colony.
If we had the animals supported, we can go out and get
more money for research.”
But Tona Melgarejo, an associate professor of human
nutrition and immunology at
Kansas State, has created a slick
website called hyenafund.org,
to raise funds for the colony,
which he says is in danger of
being disbanded.
“The grant money is running out,” said Melgarejo, who
has studied the immune systems of the Berkeley hyenas
for 10 years. “As soon we knew
that, we dropped everything
we were doing. If we let them

go, there is no way we could
re-create it in my generation.
To rebuild the facility would be
millions of dollars.”
Melgarejo’s website includes
a pitch for the $150,000 in
funding with a link that takes
visitors to the Kansas State
foundation for giving. He said
it costs so much to keep the hyenas because they need people
with special skills to take care
of them, and their home has
special fences and doors to
keep them from getting out.
Glickman said spotted hyenas are valuable to study because the females have such
unusual genitals and at times
totally dominate males. During
successful hunts in the wild,
female spotted hyenas call the
shots over adult males and
have priority when feeding,

Glickman said in an article on
the website.
“They are really interesting because the females look
just like males, but they have
no external vaginal opening,
they mate and give birth and
urinate through the clitoris;
they get erections just like
males, and the clitoris looks
just like a penis,” Glickman
said. “They have a scrotum,
too, but there’s nothing in
there.”
Melgarejo finds them interesting because “their immune
system is one of the toughest
in the animal kingdom.”
“They can defend against
dramatic diseases, like listeriosis, rabies, brucellosis, salmonella, anything that can
affect the digestive system,”
Melgarejo said.

 CAMPUS IMAGE

Justin Glass, 28, and his daughter Beckette, 2, play with bubbles on the Tommie Smith and John
Carlos statue Tuesday. Beckette’s mother, Nani Glass, is a junior nutrition and dietetics major and
lab technician in the nutrition department. Photo by Raphael Kluzniok / Spartan Daily

Sitting in the lab, playing
with their machines and doing research, the SJSU Student
Chapter American Meteorological Society (SCAMS) perform
checks on the weather that surrounds them on a daily basis.
The wind tunnel machine
turns on and later reads the
strength and speed of the
breeze for examination, just
one of many gadgets that the
club uses for analysis.
Club president Richard
Bagley said the club can be a
stepping stone for someone
interested in meteorology.
“We want to develop relationships with future employers in the field and be weather
diverse,” he said. “We discuss
weather that happens in the
area and we analyze them.”
The club possesses a lab
located on the roof of Duncan
Hall where it would measure
multiple aspects of the weather, according to the club’s event
coordinator Anamaria Perez.
“Our lab is filled with
instrumentation for all kinds of
things for the weather,” Perez
said. “There are machines to
check air quality, the temperature, radiation, wind conditions
and precipitation pressure.”
Bagley said one of the interesting features is the webcam
within the lab.
“The webcam shows a live
outside view of the campus,”
Bagley said. “It is streamed live
on the meteorology department’s website.”
Bagley talked about another
device, the remote automated
weather station that can collect
data in locations.
“The remote automated
weather station will detect many of the elements in
weather,” Bagley said. “It helps
our website with updated in-

formation on what is currently
happening when it comes to
the weather at SJSU.”
According to club vice
president Matt Roby, SCAMS
intends to visit the National
Weather Service in Monterrey.
“We plan on touring the
facility and even see a government meteorologist in the
future,” Roby said. “There
will be several activities to
see when we check out the
National Weather Service.”

“We’re hoping for
a diverse club
of participation
everywhere. ”
-Richard Bagley,
SCAMS president
California is known for
having severe fires due to
winds, according to Bagley.
In response, Bagley said the
meteorology program at SJSU
is committed to working on the
causes of fires and the reasons
why they spread.
“The science behind the fires
in California is an interesting study,” Bagley said. “There
are several things that create
a fire with the strong California winds. The direction and
speed of the wind can change
everything.”
Bagley used the example
of the fires in San Diego during the fall of 2007 being an
example.
He said the strong winds
in Santa Ana involved some
intense research on the causes
and effect of it.
Roby said the club will
have fundraising events and

future trips to different outdoor
locations.
According to Roby, one of
the big trips that only seniors
can make during the summer is
a trip to Arizona for studies on
monsoonal flow.
This is a study of precipitation and rain in a dry desert
heat, according to Roby.
The meteorology society was founded in 1963 by
students in the department
who wanted to talk about
the weather more in-depth,
according to Roby.
Roby said the club is
available for tutoring help if
anyone needs further guidance
in studying meteorology.
He also said there are
seminars available every week,
which include lectures from
SJSU professors in the meteorology department, the
National Weather Service and
professors at Stanford.
The club meets monthly in
Duncan Hall room 614 and is
open to any graduate or undergraduate students, said Roby.
“We can discuss a broad
amount of meteorology,” Roby
said. “Sometimes it’s about
causes and effects while it
can also be about the general
science behind it.”
According to Roby, the club
wants to bring more interest to
the non-meteorology majors at
SJSU.
“We’re hoping for a diverse
club of participation everywhere,” Roby said. “It is for
anyone who wants to know or
has an interest in the weather.
Bagley said the club’s goal
in mind is to go outside more
and see weather in true nature.
“We hope to take things
outdoors more,” Bagley said.
“Meteorologists need to see
weather at first hand with
experience, and we hope this
club continues the tradition in
studying meteorology.”

